BATS! For College
Get the Video System Used by 28 Major League Baseball Teams!

Give Your Players The MLB Video Edge:

- Multi-Angle HD Video
- Video Travel System
- Video Tools
- Baseball Analysis Tools

Contact us for more information:
Director of Sales: Bob Marvin
Office: 800.733.4023
Cell: 714.606.5060
Email: bob@sydexsports.com
Home Stadium – Live Multi-Angle Video

Have Major League quality multi-angle HD video for ALL of your games! Wired like the pros or portable and cost-effective, either option will allow you to merge your data with video for analysis.

**Option 1:**
Wire your stadium to capture up to 4 live angles just like Major and Minor League Parks!

- Video is available for viewing live or instantly after the game!

**Option 2:**
Capture up to 4 angles with portable, low-cost HD cameras in three simple steps:

- Chart the game behind home plate using a tablet computer
- Cameras record the game to SD cards
- Merge data and video after the game

Either option gives you excellent quality video that allows any of your players and coaches to utilize all the video tools that BATS for College has to offer.
VIDEO TRAVEL SYSTEM
Log Games Anywhere! Even Capture HD Video of Road Games With High-Quality Portable Cameras

AT HOME: Record game data/video live using stadium camera feeds or post-game using video cards. Connect other laptops as viewing stations for players to watch at-bats or pitching motions!

Instantly view every pitch of every game on any computer in your offices.

Copy to your main network computer and/or server.

ON THE ROAD: Enter game data from live feed or files and view from travel laptops.

Create travel laptops with data and video for road trips.

Easily watch video of any player during any game, and create highlight drives for your entire team just like the Major League teams do! PLUS...

Easily capture, play and save video for up to four angles on a portable, independent computer.

Compare Clips Side-by-Side
Draw On Screen
View Multi-Angle
Export Video to Other Systems

Overlay Pitching Motions
Frame-by-Frame Print-Outs

Record and save clips of any session!
Replay stored clips on the capture computer, independent of the BATS program.

Set up a computer with a camera at your batting cages.
Baseball Tools: BATS Scouting Reports

BATS Analysis allows you to view video, evaluate player performance, examine opponents’ tactics and much more!

Game Summary:
- View all the at-bats from any game in any season! Click on an individual at-bat to view its video or watch the entire game
- "Show Innings" displays an inning-by-inning summary for the entire game

Batter/Pitcher Breakdown:
- Analyze specific batter/pitcher match-ups! You can use one batter vs. one pitcher, or one batter vs. all right-handed pitchers, etc.
- Information on pitches thrown, pitch locations and at-bat results can be seen in a variety of situations

Swing Zones:
- This report shows a pitcher’s-eye-view of batter’s swing patterns through the strike zone
- Match up any pitcher with any batter individually or with all-right or all-left, etc.
- Zones include high, low, medium and chase areas
  - Sort by pitch type, count, and more!

Special Batter Stats:
- Measures each player’s true value as a hitter
- An extremely valuable way to view the batters for one team, or for the entire league
  - Sort by RBI%, KO%, Soft Contact%, Hard Contact% and more
Get the winning edge with BATS, the most comprehensive baseball scouting and analysis software in the world. BATS combines instant video viewing with top-quality data analysis on a network-based system that can be accessed by everyone in your organization. You will have a powerful, visual tool designed to improve how your team plays the game.

**Give your players the edge in batting, pitching and fielding!**

With **fully incorporated pitch video and data**, your organization can keep video of hundreds of games – forever!

- Capture games live for instant viewing by coaches and players
- Log games from anywhere!
- Capture up to 4 HD angles for home games without additional wiring in your stadium - use hand-held cameras!
- Create data/video drives for coaches and players

Evaluate your own players’ and opponents’ strengths and weaknesses with both data and video

- Prepare scouting reports for your games
- In-depth analysis reports for individual players using everything from hitting zones to pitch velocity
- Attach special video to individual players to analyze pick-off moves, running starts, etc.
BATS! For College Pricing and Support

Sydex BATS software for pitch-by-pitch game entry, multi-angle video capture and viewing.

Includes:

- Unlimited phone support
- 2 2-hour annual web training sessions
- Site license: install on ALL your computers
- Access to changes and updates throughout the year

Option 1: 3-year contract requiring annual installments as follows:

- $5,000 for first year – includes installation
- $2,000 for second year and $2,000 for third year
- Each additional year’s license after 3rd year can be renewed at the current Bats for College rate (cancel any time after 3rd year)

Option 2: 3-year contract requiring annual installments as follows:

- $3,000 each year (totaling $9,000 over 3 years) – includes first-year installation
- Each additional year’s license after 3rd year can be renewed at the current Bats for College rate (cancel any time after 3rd year)

BATS Web: Online Video Publishing, Viewing and Retrieval

Share video throughout your organization via the internet. Great for road games, front office use, and watching video wherever you go!

Includes:

- First year FREE!
- Annual hosting fee after first year is $500.00
- 100GB of storage
- This is an optional add-on, it is not required to run the BATS software